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ICD SUPPORT
GROUP IRELAND

The ICD Support Group
This is a voluntary group of people, all of
whom have ICDs. It was set up in association
with the Irish Heart Foundation to help people
with ICDs and their families, by providing
information and support. The support group
aims to create better awareness of the device
in Ireland so that more people get the help
they need.
Understanding what is involved in having an
ICD is important and members receive
information bulletins and invites to
information meetings. If you would like to get
in touch with other members or sign up to our
mailing list you can contact us through the
Irish Heart Foundation’s National Heart and
Stroke Helpline on Locall 1890 432 787 or
email info@irishheart.ie

The support
group aims to create
better awareness of the
device in Ireland so that
more people get the
help they need.
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What is an ICD?
An Implantable Cardioverter Defibrillator
(ICD) is a small electrical device that monitors
the rhythm of your heartbeat. When it detects
an abnormal rhythm (arrhythmia) it works to
restore a normal rhythm.
• It can act like a pacemaker when the heart is
beating too fast or too slow, delivering a
series of electrical impulses, this is known as
“pacing”.
• It may deliver a bigger electrical shock to
remedy more serious abnormalities, this is
known as defibrillation.

An ICD contains a battery-powered electronic
circuit. It is inserted under your skin, near your
shoulder. Electrode leads connect the ICD to
the inside of your heart. The battery lasts 4-7
years after which a new unit will be inserted.
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ICDs are generally implanted in people who
have had a heart rhythm problem or possibly
even a cardiac arrest. However sometimes
people who haven’t had any symptoms, but
are considered at risk of developing a serious
heart arrhythmia may have the device inserted
as a precaution.
What causes an abnormal heart rhythm?
Your heart’s electrical system controls a
normal rhythmic heart beat of 60-100 beats
per minute. Abnormal heart rhythms
(arrhythmias) are caused by problems with
this electrical system. The heartbeat may be
too slow or too fast, steady or chaotic. Some
arrhythmias are dangerous and can cause
sudden cardiac death, while others are
bothersome but are not life-threatening. The
most serious and life-threatening arrhythmias
come from your heart’s lower chambers, the
ventricles.
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Types of Arrhythmia
Ventricular tachycardia
When the heartbeat is too fast and the
abnormal beat is coming from your heart’s
lower chambers, this is called ventricular
tachycardia (VT). These abnormal and rapid
beats stop your heart from filling properly
with blood between beats. During VT you
may feel your heart pound or feel dizzy or
faint. People with VT usually have other
serious heart disease, but occasionally it can
be experienced by people with otherwise
normal hearts. People experiencing VT need to
be treated quickly as this type of arrhythmia
can be life-threatening.
Ventricular fibrillation
During ventricular fibrillation (VF) your heart
beat is chaotic and unstable. VF can happen
very suddenly and without warning. During
VF your heart can’t pump oxygen-rich blood
to the body’s brain and other vital organs. VF
is more commonly known as cardiac arrest.
Ventricular bradycardia
When your heart beats too slowly to meet the
demands of the body, this is called
bradycardia. If this happens it can cause
dizziness, fatigue or fainting because your
heart is not providing enough oxygen-rich
blood to the body.
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What happens to me when
the ICD delivers a shock?
• You might feel the abnormal heart rhythm
before the ICD treats the rhythm
disturbance. If you think that your ICD might
deliver a shock, sit or lie down. If you are
with someone, tell them how you feel.
• When the ICD is pacing your heart, treating a
fast rhythm, you can have a painless
fluttering feeling. If this treatment is
unsuccessful, the ICD will deliver an electric
shock.
• This electric shock will usually feel like a hard
thump to your chest and can be quite
uncomfortable. You may feel dizzy or
blackout (faint) shortly before the shock is
delivered.
• Once the ICD has delivered its treatment and
your normal heart rhythm has been restored,
it is a good idea to rest for a short while.
You don’t need to go to hospital right away.
Telephone your hospital to tell them you’ve
had a shock and they will arrange to check
your ICD.
• If you fainted before your ICD shocked you,
if you still feel unwell after the ICD has
delivered a shock or the ICD gives you more
than one shock, you should call for an
ambulance by dialing 999 or 112.
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Everyone’s experience of ICD treatment will be
different. The strength and number of
treatments from an ICD will differ from person
to person. Some people have many shocks in
a year while others may never have one.
Understanding your heart condition
It is very important to know why you have an
ICD and to understand your heart problems. If
you have a good knowledge of your particular
heart condition and manage your symptoms
by taking your medicines as prescribed and
following your doctor’s lifestyle advice, this
will reduce your risk of having a shock.
ICDs are used to treat life-threatening heart
rhythms (ventricular arrhythmias). Most
people have an ICD because their heart has
been damaged by a heart attack or because
they have a heart condition, often inherited,
that puts them at risk of developing
arrhythmias.
• You may have had a heart attack that
damaged your heart’s electrical system.
• You could have an ICD because you have
had a ventricular arrhythmia before. A
common reason for arrhythmias is inherited
heart problems such as long QT syndrome,
cardiomyopathy, or brugada syndrome.
• Some people with heart failure have
specialised ICDs that help both heart
ventricles work together and improve the
heart’s ability to pump blood.
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Living with an ICD
Going home
Most people go home a few hours after the
device has been implanted. It is important to
let your wound heal properly after the ICD is
inserted. Follow your doctor’s instructions
about looking after the wound. Your wound
and your shoulder will be a little sore for a few
days. Your doctor will give you advice on
medicine to take for pain if you need it. Don’t
lift anything heavy. Otherwise, use your arm
as normal, this will stop it from getting stiff. If
the wound gets more painful or becomes red
or swollen, contact your hospital immediately
so that they can check for infection.
Medicines
Many people with ICDs also take medicine to
help control irregular heart rhythms. Antirhythmic medicines are designed to make
arrhythmias that affect you less severe and
easier to correct. These medicines may also
reduce how often you experience these
serious heart rhythm disturbances.
Getting back to work
When you can go back to work will depend on
the seriousness of your heart problem, your
age and if you have any other illnesses.
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If you have an ICD solely as a precaution, you
can probably return to work almost
immediately. If you have had serious heart
problems, recovery may take at least 6 weeks.
Depending on the seriousness of your heart
illness, if your job is very physically demanding
or stressful, you may need to change how you
work or change the type of work you do.
Driving
Currently there is no Irish legislation regarding
non-commercial driving with an ICD
implanted. If you have a history of collapse,
there will be driving restrictions. It is
important to discuss driving with your
cardiologist, your employer and your
insurance company.
If your job involves driving, check with the
driving licence authority and your employer to
see if there are any restrictions that may apply
to you.
Sex
It is safe to have sex when you feel ready to.
If your ICD delivers a shock while you are
having sex, it won’t hurt the person you are
with. However the normal increase in heart
rate during sex shouldn’t cause your ICD to
shock you.
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Sports and Physical Activity
Walking and other exercise is good for you. In
general you should avoid contact sports and
activities that could damage your ICD or be
dangerous if the ICD delivers a shock (such as
climbing a ladder). Make sure you are not
alone when you go swimming. Talk to your
doctor if you are considering strenuous upper
body activities such as weight lifting. The level
of physical activity that is safe for you will
depend on your particular heart condition.
Your doctor or cardiologist can give you more
information on what is a safe level of physical
activity for you.
Travel
People with ICDs should have no problems
with air travel. However airport metal
detectors (both the walk-through and handheld wand metal detectors) can cause some
electrical interference. You should tell airport
security staff that you have an ICD and show
your official (long version) ICD card before you
get to the metal detector.
It is important to have travel insurance in case
you need medical care while you are on
holiday. A number of insurance companies
provide insurance cover for people with ICDs
and heart conditions. If you are travelling
within Europe, check that your European
Health Insurance Card (EHIC) is in date and
bring it with you.
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Visit www.irishheart.ie to see our fact sheet
on travel insurance or contact the National
Heart and Stroke Helpline on Locall 1890
432 787.
Most major hospitals worldwide are equipped
to look after people with ICDs. When planning
your trip, it is a good idea to get the contact
details of hospitals near your holiday location
that can check your ICD and re-programme it,
and to bring this information with you.
Remember to bring enough medicines for
your holiday with you in your hand luggage.
Avoid unnecessary stress and strain:
• Give yourself plenty of extra time to get to
the airport.
• Use a suitcase with wheels and try to pack
lightly.
• If you have difficulty walking or tire easily,
contact the airline or travel agent about
organising a wheelchair or specialised
transport cart to help you get through the
airport.
• Make sure to let the airline or your travel
agent know if you have any special needs.
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Electro-magnetic Interference (EMI)
Most common electrical devices that are in
good working order are safe to use if you have
an ICD. Strong electro-magnetic fields can
interfere with your ICD. In general, all
household equipment can be used, including
microwaves and computers. Use your mobile
phone on the opposite side to your ICD and
don’t carry it in your breast pocket. At
entrances to shops and other facilities with
electronic security systems, walk normally
through the theft detection systems. Don’t
stop close to the equipment, otherwise it is
quite safe. Avoid wearing magnetic bracelets
or magnets near your chest. If you have
questions or concerns about electro-magnetic
interference, then contact the IHF’s National
Heart and Stroke Helpline on Locall 1890 432
787 for advice and information.
Medical procedures
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) testing is
not allowed if you have an ICD. Some other
types of medical equipment can also interfere
with your ICD. If you are due to have any
dental or medical tests or procedures, please
tell your dentist or doctor that you have an
ICD at the time of making the appointment.
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ICD Alarms
Many types of ICDs have in-built alarms to let
you know if the battery is running low or if
there is a problem with the device. If you hear
your ICD beep or make a noise, contact your
hospital clinic to let them know.

REMEMBER
• Your ICD is there to improve your
quality of life.
• Let your family and friends know about
your ICD. Tell them what to do if you
get a shock.
• Always carry your ICD identification
card with you.
• If you are having any medical or dental
treatment, tell the medical staff that
you have an ICD.
• Go to your regular ICD check-up
appointments.
• Take all of the medicines you’ve been
prescribed and follow a healthy
lifestyle.

BE ACTIVE & ENJOY LIFE
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Medical Terms
Arrhythmias
Abnormal heart beat. The heart may beat too
quickly, too slowly or in an irregular way.
Arrhythmias that come from your heart’s
lower chambers (ventricles) can be lifethreatening.
Blackout
A sudden loss of consciousness, also
commonly called fainting or passing out.
Brugada syndrome
An inherited disorder related to the
membranes of heart muscle cells. It can result
in life-threatening heart rhythms.
Cardiac arrest
When your heart stops pumping.
Cardiomyopathy
A disease of the heart muscle which is often
inherited.
Defibrillation
An electric shock that is sent through your
heart to stop an arrhythmia.
Heart attack
When the coronary arteries that supply blood
to your heart muscle become blocked and
part of the muscle dies or is damaged.
Heart failure
A decrease in your heart’s ability to pump
blood around your body.
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ICD
A small device that’s placed in your chest. It
uses electrical pulses (shocks) to help control
life-threatening abnormal heart rhythms.
Inherited conditions
Medical problems that are passed through
families and are caused by abnormalities in
our genes.
Long QT syndrome
An inherited disorder of the heart’s electrical
system. It can cause dangerous heart rhythms
to develop suddenly.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
A technique using magnetic fields, radio
waves and computer technology to produce
detailed images of your body.
Pacemaker
A small device that’s placed in your chest to
monitor and help control abnormal heart
rhythms.
Pacing
Electrical impulses that are sent into your
heart muscle to help it beat at a normal rate.
Ventricle
The lower section or chamber of your heart
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More information
Irish Heart Foundation
50 Ringsend Road, Dublin 4
Telephone: 01 6685001
Email: info@irishheart.ie
Web: www.irishheart.ie
National Heart and Stroke Helpline
Telephone: Locall 1890 432 787
Email: info@irishheart.ie
ICD Support Group
Long QT Syndrome Support Group
Cardiomyopathy Support Group
c/o Irish Heart Foundation
Telephone: 01 6685001 or Locall 1890 432 787
Email: info@irishheart.ie
SADS Support Group (formerly, SCD in
the Young Support Group)
c/o Irish Heart Foundation
Telephone: 01 6685001, Locall 1890 432 787
or 087 3232552
Email: info@irishheart.ie
CRYP Centre
Adelaide and Meath Hospital, Dublin 24
Telephone: 01 4143058
Family Heart Screening Clinic
Mater Hospital, Dublin 7
Telephone: 01 8034354
Email: familyheartscreening@mater.ie
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Heart Rhythm Ireland
www.heartrhythmireland.com
Telephone: 041 6871457
Email: info@heartrhythmireland.com

Please make a donation today
The Irish Heart Foundation is Ireland’s national charity
dedicated to the reduction of death and disability from
heart disease and stroke. Over 90% of our funding comes
from public and business donations. We depend on your
goodwill and generosity to continue our work.

If you found this booklet useful, please help
our charity to continue to provide heart and
stroke information by donating today.
You can make your donation today:
By post:

Irish Heart Foundation,
50 Ringsend Road, Dublin 4
Online:
www.irishheart.ie
By phone: 01 6685001
Personal Details
Name:
Address (required for direct debit) :

Email Address:
Phone:
Mobile:
Credit card/Laser (one off donation)
Amount:
€25

€50

€100

€250*

Other €

Card Number:

Laser Only

Signature:

/

Security Code**:
Date:

/

/

The Irish Heart Foundation is committed to best practice in fundraising and
adheres to the statement of guiding principles for fundraising
promoting transparency, honesty and accountability. Any personal
information you provide will be held in accordance with the
Data Protection Acts 1988 and 2003.

AP00248

Exp Date:

Direct debit (monthly donation)
Amount:
€10
€15
€18
Other €

€21*

per month

Bank Name:
Address:
Account Name:
Sort Code:

Account No:

Signature:

Date:

* If you are a PAYE tax payer, gifts of €250 in one year (€21 per
month) could be worth up to an extra 70% to us at no extra cost
to you.
** Last 3 digits on the signature strip on the reverse of your card.

Do you need a postal receipt:

Yes

No
(saves cost of postage)

I am happy to receive IHF communications by:
Email

Phone

Post

I would like to volunteer to help the Irish Heart Foundation
• This is a guarantee provided by your own Bank as a Member of
the Direct Debit Scheme, in which Banks and Originators of
Direct Debits participate.
• If you authorise payment by Direct Debit, then
- Your Direct Debit Originator will notify you in advance of the
amounts to be debited to your account
- Your Bank will accept and pay such debits, provided that your
account has sufficient available funds
• If it is established that an unauthorised Direct Debit was charged
to your account, you are guaranteed an immediate refund by
your Bank of the amount so charged where you notify your bank
without undue delay on becoming aware of the unauthorised
Direct Debit, and in any event no later than 13 months after the
date of debiting of such Direct Debit to your account.
• You are entitled to request a refund of any Variable Direct Debit
the amount of which exceeded what you could have reasonably
expected, subject to you so requesting your Bank within a period
of 8 weeks from the date of debiting of such Direct Debit to your
account.
• You can instruct your Bank to refuse a Direct Debit payment by
writing in good time to your Bank.
• You can cancel the Direct Debit Instruction by writing in good
time to your Bank.
OIN 306322

The ICD
is there to
improve your
quality of
life.

Irish Heart Foundation
50 Ringsend Road, Dublin 4
T: +353 1 6685001
F: +353 1 6685896
E: info@irishheart.ie
National Heart and Stroke Helpline
Locall 1890 432 787
Monday to Friday 10am to 5pm
Web:
www.irishheart.ie
www.stroke.ie
Funding:
The Irish Heart Foundation is the national charity
fighting heart disease and stroke and relies on
charitable donations for 90 per cent of its
funding. We support, educate and train people
to save lives, campaign for patients, promote
positive health strategies, support research and
provide vital public information. We need your
support – through donations, as a volunteer or
on our training courses.
This publication is sponsored by Boston
Scientific.
Published by the Irish Heart Foundation
in 2013. The information provided in this
publication was correct and accurate at
the time of publication to the best of the
charity’s knowledge.
Registered charity number CHY 5507

